DIGITAL MEDIA
Specification Sheet URL
Error

If Text Type is NEURSPE, must not end with: ".aspx" or ".ashx

Resolution







Export list of items with this error from the IDW Excellence Module.
Extract B7 Flat File from the IDW that includes each of the items on the error list, and then provide URL with acceptable
extension.
o The recommended and most common Specification URL extension is .pdf.
Load corrected B7 back to the IDW.
Check the IDW Excellence Module the next day for any remaining errors.

Error

URL values must exclude unsafe characters: " < > # { } | \ ^ ~ [ ] space % (unless % is followed by 2-digit hexadecimal number)

Resolution






Export list of items with this error from the IDW Excellence Module.
Extract B7 Flat File from the IDW that includes each of the items on the error list, and then remove any of the “illegal”
characters from the item’s Specification URL.
Load corrected B7 back to the IDW.
Check the IDW Excellence Module the next day for any remaining errors.

Error

Must begin with http:// or https://

Resolution






Export list of items with this error from the IDW Excellence Module.
Extract B7 Flat File from the IDW that includes each of the items on the error list, and then insert acceptable http or https
address at the beginning of the item’s Specification URL.
Load corrected B7 back to the IDW.
Check the IDW Excellence Module the next day for any remaining errors.
Image URL

Error

If Text Type is NEURPIC, must not end with: ".tif" or ".tiff

Resolution







Export list of items with this error from the IDW Excellence Module.
Extract B7 Flat File from the IDW that includes each of the items on the error list, and then provide URL with acceptable
extension.
o The most common Image URL extension is .jpg. Other acceptable extensions are (.gif, .png, .bmp).
Load corrected B7 back to the IDW.
Check the IDW Excellence Module the next day for any remaining errors.

Error

URL values must exclude unsafe characters: " < > # { } | \ ^ ~ [ ] space % (unless % is followed by 2-digit hexadecimal number)

Resolution






Export list of items with this error from the IDW Excellence Module.
Extract B7 Flat File from the IDW that includes each of the items on the error list, and then insert acceptable http or https
address at the beginning of the item’s Image URL.
Load corrected B7 back to the IDW.
Check the IDW Excellence Module the next day for any remaining errors.

Error

Must begin with http:// or https://

Resolution






Export list of items with this error from the IDW Excellence Module.
Extract B7 Flat File from the IDW that includes each of the items on the error list, and then insert acceptable http or https
address at the beginning of the item’s Image URL.
Load corrected B7 back to the IDW.
Check the IDW Excellence Module the next day for any remaining errors.
MSDS URL

Error

An item with a MSDS Flag (NEMA# 5.285) value of "N" must not have an MSDS URL

Resolution




Export list of items with this error from the IDW Excellence Module.
Determine if the MSDS Flag should be changed to “Y” for yes, or if the MSDS URL should be removed.
o If the MSDS flag should be “Y”, export the B1 data for these items, update the MSDS flag, and reload in the IDW.
o If the MSDS URL should be removed, extract the B2 Flat File from the IDW that includes each of the items on the

error list, and insert “D” into the “Update Status Field” to remove the MSDS URL.



Load corrected B2 back to the IDW
Check the IDW Excellence Module the next day for any remaining errors.

Error

An item with a MSDS URL must also have a MSDS Flag (NEMA# 5.285) value of "Y"

Resolution




Export list of items with this error from the IDW Excellence Module.
Extract B1 Flat File from the IDW that includes each of the items on the error list. Confirm the URL should be present, then
change the value to “Y” in the MSDS Flag Field on the B1 Extract.
 Load corrected B1 back to the IDW.
 Check the IDW Excellence Module the next day for any remaining errors.
Note: The two errors above are the opposite of each other. Simply stated, if the item does not have a corresponding MSDS URL, then the flag must be set to
“N” with no URL included. However, if the item does have a MSDS URL, the flag must be set “Y” with URL included. Furthermore, it must be understood that
the flag setting resides on the B1 View, while the actual MSDS URL resides on the B2 View, so it some cases, two extracts and subsequent loads may be
necessary for resolution.

